
SIDEis is an innovative roadway, tunnel, pedestrian and architectural 
outdoor  LED luminaire, conceived to be installed on low supports (poles, 
guard rail, cabletrays, bollards) to assure high luminance/illuminance 

levels on wide areas.

SIDEis is designed around its patented optical group, made of a 
polymeric transparent injection moulded lightguide and a multi-source 
PCB. SIDEis optical concept complies the most severe european 
standards in roadway and tunnel lighting (EN 13201:2015 and UNI 

11095:2019), despite the very low installation height of the luminaire.
 

As option, different LED groups on source PCB, separately dimmable, 
give SIDEis the possibility to create several lighting scenarios and 
photometric distributions, simply by remote control (adaptive 
photometrics). Roadway transversal and roadway longitudinal are the 

available standard light distributions.

On demand SIDEis can be equipped with additional reporting LED 
modules in amber and red colour. This way SIDEis is transformed into a 
configurable road flasher essential in presence of fog, accidents, queues 
and each sort of danger on lane. Photometric features of these modules 
allow SIDEis to achieve L2L class complying EN 12352:2006 standard 

(Traffic control equipment - Warning and safety light). 

Each luminaire is able to dialogue with the contiguous ones in order to 
obtain specified signal sets (whip effect, for instance).

   
SIDEis extreme compactness makes it suitable to be installed at the 
roadside even in very limited rooms: it is perfectly contained within most 
common guardrail silhouettes and because of its extremely reduced 
weight it doesn’t represent further danger in case of accident. Its body in 
die-cast aluminum ensures proper heat sinking to the electronic 
components on board maximizing their life cycle. External surfaces are 
powder coated (brilliant RAL9007 grey is the standard colour) on 
anodised basic layer for best resistance in aggressive atmospheres. 
Internal injection moulded silicone gaskets and M12 x 1,5 cable gland 

give necessary protection to achieve IP66 class.

Customized flange groups in stainless steel allows installation on any 
available support at the roadside. Correct aiming toward the roadway is 
possible simply tilting horizontally ( 10° + 10°) and vertically (10° + 10°). 

Further regulations can be achieved upon request.
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